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Accordion plays all night
World record attempt: If Laitinen's Bugari is still playing on Thursday at
4:15 pm, the world record is in Kuopio again.
If other Savonians have had sweaty time thanks to the heat wave, Anssi K. Laitinen from Kuopio is in hot
water for playing accordion.
Laitinen is currently attempting a new world record in longest marathon playing accordion. His aim is to
break the current Guinness World Record and return the title back to Savonia.
Laitinen achieved the World Record last time in Iisalmi 2010, as the accordion played 31 hours and 25
minutes at Koljonvirta. Last autumn he found out that American-Italian Cory Pesaturo had broken the
record and played 49 minutes longer.
Laitinen buckled down and attacked the World Record at Kuopion Klubi on Wednesday 11 July at 8 o'clock
am. If he plays by the Guinness rules until 4:15 on Thursday afternoon he will once again hold the World
Record.
However, Anssi aims to break the 40 hour limit. Then the record would certainly remain in Kuopio for a long
time, says Olavi Rytkönen, the producer of the event.
The record attempt is open to the audience throughout the performance.
Absolutely everyone is welcome to spur and even sing along, but jamming with instruments is not allowed,
because then the attempt would be disqualified, reminds Rytkönen.
For each hour played the musician earns a 5 minute break, and Laitinen will save these to combine them
later for a longer break. Then he'll take a shower, but even a short nap is out of the question, because that
would make him lose the touch.
Lessons were learned from the previous record attempt in order to keep the musician all right. The
instrument weighs over 10 kg (22 lb), which calls for some gimmicks.
Last time Anssi got swelling in thighs and a lump in the arm. Now those areas are protected.
During breaks the musician will also get massage and the food supply will operate round the clock.
Anssi will be fed with special provisions, sandwiches and strawberries.
In order to have the attempt approved as an official Guinness World Record, the performance is
continuously supervised. It is also recorded on video. Altogether there are about 40 witnesses and
supporters involved in the feat.
According to the rules the music pieces must be recognisable and the same piece cannot be played twice
within 4 hours.
Anssi will surpass these requirements and never play the same piece twice. Anssi will also play the pieces
out of rote memory. Anssi is a human machine, little short of a robot, Rytkönen marvels.

[Caption:] Anssi K. Laitinen, a musician from Kuopio, in a sentimental mood during his record attempt on
Wednesday after 8 hours of playing.

